basic Korean Terminology

Jun-Bee - attention stance.
Cha-ryut - prepare to bow (stand with hands at side and feet together).
Chung-Nee - bow.
Shi-Jahk - begin.
Geu-mahn - literally means "stop"; return to Jun-Bee.

Chagi - kick.
Jirugi - punch.
Makki - block.

Other Terms:
Ahp Chagi - front kick.
Yup Chagi - side kick.
Dolyo Chagi - roundhouse kick.
Oolgol - high
Monton - middle.
Ahre - low.

Counting to 10 in Korean:

1 - hana
2 - dool
3 - set
4 - net
5 - da-suht
6 - yuh-suht
7 - ilgop
8 - yuh-duhl
9 - a-hop
10 - yul

1st, 2nd, etc. in Korean:

1 - il
2 - e
3 - sahm
4 - sa
5 - o
6 - yook
7 - chill
8 - pahl
9 - gu
10 - ship